
30 years of Hippies, Pointy Heads, Green Blob, Nerds, Mad Scientists 



“..this is where people usually start talking about hope, solar 
panels, wind power, circular economy, and so on, but I'm not 
going to do that. We've had 30 years of pep-talking and selling 
positive ideas. And I'm sorry, but it doesn't work. Because if it 
would have, the emissions would have gone down by now.  
 
Once we start to act, hope is everywhere.” 
 
Greta Thunberg 

An exception from the rule? 
AECB members have been acting - inspiring others, exploring &  sharing knowledge, 
expertise and experience and pushing forward sustainable design and practice - for over 
30 years. 

Should we celebrate the last 30 years? 



Oldest, largest,  green building network, supporting c. 1100 members 

We have influenced, and are increasingly influencing  the mainstream 

AECB have created and promoted the only credible UK building performance standards, AECB (Silver), AECB Water & Passivhaus – hundreds of 
buildings built, many certified, shared on a public AECB database, over 400 projects listed & 3 x that number built 

AECB brought Passivhaus into the UK & set up Passivhaus Trust 

Initiated Passivhaus training courses, hundreds of students, pass rate of 91%, working with WARM to explore more training 

Helped initiate and support R4F  

Supported CoRE & RA 

Researched retrofit – creating a knowledge base 

Created most advanced retrofit training course in UK – 200 students, 60 graduates, exploring creating nationally accredited courses from CLR. 

Used CLR to support and contribute to ensuring better delivery of retrofit in public funded projects (ECO, PAS 2035) and helped create the latest 
Retrofit Coordinator course (CITB/FMB/Osmosis) 

Supporting members working to turn climate emergency declarations into action 

Supporting 22 local AECB groups 

Running useful webinars , several hundred people  

Exploring how to make available affordable finance for members’ building better building developments 

JA 



Trying to makes sense of how we create sustainable 
buildings in the context of climate chaos, biodiversity loss 
and social disruption! 



The end or transformation of a civilisation? 



Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform 
on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services 
(IPBES) 
 

https://www.ipbes.net/ 
 

Key IPBES messages:  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rCiqij0dI
GM&feature=youtu.be 

The world’s 6th mass extinction 

“Species are disappearing up to about 100 times 
faster than the normal rate / life would take many 
millions of years to recover / our species itself would 
likely disappear early on,”  
 
Lead author Gerardo Ceballos 
https://news.stanford.edu/2015/06/19/mass-extinction-
ehrlich-061915/  
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https://www.mcc-berlin.net/en/research/co2-budget.html 

Paris Climate Targets, 2015 
 

Well below 2°C (preferably 1.5°C) 
 

IPCC Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5°C, 2018 
 

The atmosphere can absorb no more than 420 gigatonnes* 
(Gt) of CO2 if we are to stay below the 1.5°C threshold.  

 

For 1.5C, budget exhausted in 9 years 
c.42 Gt of CO2 is emitted globally every year 
(1,332 tonnes per second) 
 

For 2.0C, budget exhausted in 26 years 
The c. 1,170 Gt budget for staying below 2°C 
 
*420 GT = 420, 000,000,000 tonnes, and figure relates to the 
current condition of Earth’s carbon sinks (2018) 

The World’s remaining carbon budget 

Who has used most so far? 
J Hansen, ‘In a Nutshell’: 



Where does it go? Carbon ‘sinks’ 



https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/ccgg/trends/global.html 

Earth’s imbalance – observed emissions suggest models underestimate the danger 



https://www.cicero.oslo.no/en/employee/30/glen-peters & https://tyndall.ac.uk/people/kevin-anderson 

BUT rather than peaking or falling, globally we are burning more and more fossil fuel 
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Health measures may speed up global heating               Finding ‘mysterious sources’  



https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/chapter/summary-for-policy-makers/ 

IPCC illustrative pathways for 1.5C  P1 

The injustice of land use 
 
- it would require a vast amount of fast-growing bioenergy crops 
- biomass feedstock is therefore likely to come from the global south (trees to grow much more quickly) 
- land needed to achieve the negative emissions from BECCS assumed in almost all of the IPCC's scenarios 

does not square with the land globally available.  
 
One scenario aiming to limit global warming to 1.5C would require bioenergy crops to be planted over an 
area almost twice the size of India. 
 
https://www.greenbiz.com/article/burning-solve-climate-change-beccs-paradox  
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https://www.theccc.org.uk/2019/05/02/phase-out-greenhouse-gas-emissions-by-2050-to-end-uk-contribution-to-global-warming/ 

GHG emissions                                   England: net-zero by 2050 
  Scotland: net-zero by 2045 

  Wales: 95% reduction by 2050 

• supply of low-carbon electricity (which will need to quadruple by 2050) 
• efficient buildings & low-carbon heating for all the UK’s building stock 

• electric vehicles - the only option from 2035 or earlier 
• developing low-carbon hydrogen technology  

• stopping biodegradable waste going to landfill 
• phasing-out potent fluorinated gases 

• increasing tree planting, and measures to reduce emissions on farms 
• developing carbon capture and storage technology  

- < -------------------- But Gov. still working to Climate Change Act (80%) 
 

February  
'Policies failed': CCC issues quietly damning assessment of UK climate policy progress 

June 
Government considering 'accounting tricks' to relax climate targets 

 
“…behind closed doors they're using accounting tricks to hide mega tonnes of emissions the 

size of Switzerland and New Zealand combined.“ 
Shadow Minister for Energy and Climate Change,  Alan Whitehead 

 



http://www.globalcarbonatlas.org/en/CO2-emissions 

Territorial based emissions – by country per year (CO2e) 



https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/ccgg/trends/global.html 

Territorial based emissions – per person per year (CO2e) 
 



https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/ccgg/trends/global.html 

UK territorial emissions         = 6.1 tCO2e/person 

UK consumption emissions   = 8.5 tCO2e/person 

Emissions – a comparison 

Typical Britons 

Leaving 
----------- 
Staying 

Typical Britons 



https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/7945
57/Consumption_emissions_April19.pdf 

Consumption emissions – heating & powering our homes is the tip of the iceberg… 

Tz ecovillage. Toys for 10 
children & communal room 



http://www.wrap.org.uk/about-us/about/material-flows-uk 

•30Mt fewer material inputs into the economy 
 20% less waste produced (50Mt less waste)  
•20Mt more materials recycled back into the economy  
(2010 baseline. UK population will grow by 8% in the decade) 

Realising these savings 
 
•lean production (goods with a lower material requirement) 
•reducing waste in manufacture& commerce 
•reducing the amount of working products thrown away   
•goods to services (more leased products) 

UK resource use & material flows 



Tanzania emits only 3.5%  of what the UK emits 
 
UK citizens’ footprint  is 6.1 tCO2e/person 
  
Tanzanians footprint  is 0.2 tCO2e/person 
 
In the drive to reduce emissions we need to accept 
international mechanisms for ‘fairness’ 
 
Previously  ‘Contraction & Convergence’ (UNFCCC) 
more recently expressed as ‘Equity’ (IPCC) 

Securing freedom molecules in 1942 

Equity 



UK 
2.9C 

http://paris-equity-check.org/warming-check.html#open-temperature-goal 

Tz 
1.2C 



http://paris-equity-check.org/multi-equity-map.html# 

UK: 1/5 
Tz: 4/5 



Group/Country 2015 2030 

Tanzania 1.6 1.5 
China 9.2 10.9 
United Kingdom 7.8 -7.8 
United States 20.4 -26.5 

Our professed ‘equity scenario’ & ability to deliver it will define the UK’s future 
international relations & all that this implies….. 

What does a ‘high equity’ scenario for first-industrialised, wealthy nations mean? 

UK is in deep moral and carbon debt to many other countries. 

carbon dioxide emissions budget per person (tCO2e/yr) 



The whole world must immediately deploy all reliable measures to transform into an ecological 
civilisation – the questions now is not if, but ‘how?’ . 
 
This is humanity’s defining century. It may be the hardest of times or the best of times – or both. 
It may not even be possible – but there is no sane alternative than to try. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The mid to end of century outcome is deeply uncertain.  
Taking effective action will lessen the suffering and inspire us. 



Towards an ecological civilisation  
Jeremy Lent 
 

Follow up workshop: 
Jeremy & Elizabeth Ferguson 
Room CLC G.04 


